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Binumarien Grammar Essentials for Translation 

by Darlene Bee 
August 1966 

1. Introduction 
Binumarien is a member of the East New Guinea Highland Stock and of the Eastern family. It bears closest 

structural relationship to Tairora and Waffa. Most Binumarien speakers also speak Gadsup (also a member of the 
Eastern Family) and number also speak Atzera, a language which is not genetically related but which is 
geographically next to Binumarien. It is not known at this stage what influences this multi-lingualism has had on the 
structure of Binumarien, but a study of its influence may be of value. 

The following description is designed to answer the questionnaire "Essentials for Translation" by the Grammar 
Department, New Guinea Branch of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. It is based on the field research of Des and 
Jenny Oatridge, including two type-script manuscripts: "Nouns of Binumarien" by Jennifer Oatridge and "Sentence 
Final Verbs in Binumarien" by Des and Jenny Oatridge. They began work among the Binumarien in 1959. 

This paper does not represent a detailed grammatical analysis of Binumarien but presents a cross-section of 
constructional types. Further analysis is especially needed in the area of sentence medial verbs and their subordinating 
and/or coordinating significances. Further study is also needed in the area of morphophonemics. 

2. Stems 

2.1 Stem Formation 

Derived and compound nouns are fairly common in Binumarien, the latter being freely coined and used by the 
people in general. Such compounds are often preferred to an introduced word. 

The compounding of verb stems with inflectional significance is very common and is used extensively in medial 
verb forms. 

2.2 Derived Stems 

Verbs may be nominalized, by either of two suffix forms -rana or rafa (-na and fa may be analyzed as object and 
subject suffixes respectively but their use here does not seem to fall clearly into these categories). The formula for 
nominalization of verb stems is verb stem + (tense) + {rana; rafa} 

 kuqu- to die kuqirana death 
mari to be marirafa state or condition 
auru- to be sick arirana sickness 

Adjectives and locatives occurring with the subject marker fa may be regarded as nominalized concepts. 

 firaa big  
mina firaafe his bigness 
kainantundari from Kainantu 
kainantundaraafa a man from Kainantu 
yaindari from where? 
yaindaraafa a person from where? 

Some nouns may be verbalized by the occurrence of person and tense suffixes with the noun stem. 

 amaaqa her house amaaqainau she kept house 
  a-maaqa-i-nau (her-house-vsr-she FP) 
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 Nouns may be adverbalised with the suffix naiqi. 

2.3 Compound Stems 

Compound noun stems are often used for introduced items or concepts. Verb stems are compounded for both 
lexical and inflectional modification. 

 dadaaqimarifaiqifa helper 
dadaaqi-mari-faiqi-fa (to help-to  be-man-subj) 

faiqemarianaqaindafa bed 
faiqa-mari-a-naqainda-fa (to sleep-ver-to  be-NP-table-subj) 

qimania Tell him! 
qi-ma-mi-a-⁄ (to say-to him-to give-imper-you) 

Other compound stems found in materials examined: 

 aru-mare hit-take  ani-mari come-be 
ani-ani come-come suqa-na  cook-eat 
ubia-fi stand-go 

3. Words 
At least five word classes must be distinguished in Binumarien: nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs and verbs. 

Further analysis may separate two additional classes: locatives and temporals. Word classes are defined with reference 
to affix potential and distribution within higher level units.  

3.1 Nouns 

Those words which occur as fillers of the head slot of a modified noun phrase, a co-ordinate noun phrase or a 
possessive phrase and which do not occur with person or tense affixes are classed as nouns. Nouns may be sub-
divided into two classes: 

1. Those nouns which must occur with either a subject or object suffix; 
2. Those nouns with which the occurrence of subject and object suffixes is optional. 

Nouns may be further sub-divided on the basis of occurrence with possessive prefixes (1a and 2a): those nouns 
which may occur with possessive prefixes1 (1b and 2b); and those nouns which never occur with possessive prefixes. 
Semantically class la consists of kinship terms; class 1b consists of proper names; class 2a consists of body parts and 
kinship terms and class 2b consists of all other nouns. This classification is summarized below (the ‘plus’ indicates 
occurrence and ‘minus’ indicates non-occurrence). 

Class Obligatory Subj/Obj Possessive Prefix Semantic Category 
la + + kinship terms 
lb + - proper names 
2a - + body parts, kin and kin oriented 

terms 
2b - - general nouns 

 

                                                 
1 Except for a very few stems (e.g. maaqa house: amaaqa his house) the occurrence of possessive prefixes is obligatory. 
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The following categories are indicated by noun affixes.  

3.1.1 Suffixes 

1. Number - qara ‘dual’; uqa ‘plural’; sa ‘plural subj/obj/poss’ 

2. Possession – inidi, na 

3. Accompaniment - ndiri 

4. Reason - saara ‘because of’; ra ‘concerning’, ‘about’, ‘for’ 

5. Limitation - kai ‘only’ (this may be a free form) 

6. Conjunction - faqa ‘and’ 

7. Instrument - samu ‘as with a weapon’; ko, nno, nnai (the semantic significance of these is not clear). 

8. Mode - fau/u ‘negative’, ‘contrary-to-fact’; fe/a ‘interrogative’; o ‘vocative’ 

9. Syntactic relations - fa/fanno ‘singular subject’; sa ‘plural subject’; na ‘singular obj’, ‘possessive’ 

10. Locatives: mau ‘along’, ‘on’; saa ‘on’ ki ‘in’; 

   runa ‘hollow place’; ai/ni ‘place’; naana ‘confined place’; 

   qari ‘out from’; qari ‘through’; ndari ‘from’; qo ‘section’; 

3.1.2 Prefixes 

Prefixes indicating the person-number of possessor are the only prefixes which occur. As indicated previously 
these prefixes are limited in occurrences to body parts, kin terms and special close personal possession. 

 Singular  Plural 
1 qi/d 
2-3  a/ø  ni/n 

Nouns may occur in phrase constructions with adjectives, adverbs, pronouns and other nouns. 

3.2 Pronouns 

Those words which occur obligatorily with either a subject, object or possessive marker and which never occur 
with adjective modifiers or as fillers of the head slot in a possessive phrase are classed as pronouns. They function as 
noun substitutes and include the following forms: 

3.2.1 Singular 

 Subject Object/Possessive Reflexive/Poss Possessive 

1 qine 
(I) 

qini 
(me, my) 

eqa 
(myself) 

eqainidi 
(my own) 

inindi 
(mine) 

2 ana ani anena anenaindi anindi 

3 mifa 
(there) 

maafa 
(here) 

mina 
(there) 

maana 
(here) 

nari narindi minaindi 
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3.2.2 Non-Singular 

 First Person Second Person Third Person 

Dual maaqanda inneqanda miqanda 

Few maanamusa innenamusa minamusa 

Plural maasa inne misa 

Group maasauqa innesauqa misauqa 

Pronouns occur with the following noun suffixes: number, possession, accompaniment, reason, limitation, 
conjunction, mode and syntactic relations. They occur with nouns in possessive phrases and with either nouns or other 
pronouns in co-ordinate phrases. 

3.3 Adjectives 

Those stems which may occur with person and tense suffixes and which fill the comment slot in a stative clause 
and the modifier slot of a noun phrase are classed as adjectives. Adjectives may occur with noun suffixes either to 
express a nominalized concept or merely as the base for phrase clitics. 

3.4 Adverbs  

There is a small class of words which fill the manner slot of a clause and which are typically uninflected. These are 
classed as adverbs and include both simple stems and adverbalized nouns. 

3.5 Verbs 

Verbs are those words which occur with tense, person and aspect markers and which occur as fillers of the head 
slots of modified and co-ordinate verb phrases. They are divided into transitive and intransitive on the basis of 
potential of occurrence with object or indirect object tagmemes. A further division may be made on the basic of clause 
level distribution and occurrence of anticipatory person affixes and restrictions of tense, aspect and number affixes. 
However, this latter division seems to be more appropriate of the clause level. Verbs typically fill the predicate slot of 
a clause. 

Verbs reflect the following general formal structure: 

               ts;   i + (per) + ts     + per + asp 
           + (md) 
              i + (ts + asp) + per  

    vs + md + per + (asp)            + (emp) 
              i +    per + ts + (per) + (asp) + md 
           md + per + ts + (asp) 
   

    + - concatenation 

i - verbalizer ( )   - optional 

ts - tense   - alternative choices 

per - person  ;  - or 

md – mood                  emp - emphatic 

 asp - aspect 
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Co-occurrence restrictions on specific tense, aspect and mood suffixes with one another and with sub-sets of person 
affixes make it necessary to re-write the foregoing formula according to at least eleven constructional types. 

1. Near Past and Present Deductive Tenses: 
   vs + i + (da + qi) + per-1a + (md) 

For Near Past read the formula without (da + qi) and apply morphophonemic rule: a + i → e. For 
present deductive read the formula as + da + qi and apply morphophonemic rule: a + i → ai. 

2. Present Continuous Tense 
  vs + i + da + per-2a + (md) 

 Apply morphophonemic rule: a + i → ai 

3. Imperative Mood: 
  vs + imper + per- {2c; {5c; 7a} + ra: 8c + na} 
  (Present read per-2c: Future read per- 5c; 7a} + ra: 
  (Past read per-8c +na) 

4. Past Tense (Near and Far Past - Perfect, Imitative Potential and Frustrative): 

Apply morphophonemic rule: a + i → ai 
 
 per-4a 

na/no 
 
nde 

Perfect  
 
Imitative 

 
 
 
vs + (maqa) + ts + 

 
 per-4b + 

qini 
 
sia (mma) 

Potential 
 
Frustrative 

 
 
 
+ (md) 
 

5. Understood Past (Action in near or far past incorrectly thought to have happened) 

 per-3a + ts FP 
 vs + i +                                    + per-4c + (ra) + (md) 
           ts NP 

 For Far Past apply morphophonemic rule: a + i → a 

 For Near Past apply morphophonemic rule: a + i → e 

 6. Durative: 
 Perfect (Near and Far Past and Future): 

  ts past   + per-6a 
 vs +   +  durative + (md) 
   ts fut    +   per-1c 

         Apply morphophonemic rule: a + i → e 

 Non-perfect: 

  [vs + 1]n + (i) + per-1a 
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7. Future Tenses: 
   per-1b + ra/ø Complex fut 
 a. vs + ts fut +   per-5a + ra Avolitional + (md) 
   per-5b + na(ra)   Perfect 

 Apply rule: a + i → ai 

      b. vs + i + per-8a (simple future or intentive) Apply rule: a + i → a 

8. Far Past Indicative and Interrogative: 

 vs + i + (interr) + per-3a + ts FP + na/ ø: 

  Apply rule: a + i →  a; for interrogative read formula as: + interr;  
  for indicative read formula without (interr) 

9. Contrary-to-fact Far Past: 

 vs + i + per-2b + rau - md 

 Apply rule: a + i→ a 

10. Present or Future Potential: 

 vs + i + ni 

 Apply rule: a + i→ a 

11. Medial Constructions: 
  ts fut     + per-7b 
 vb complex +     + per-2a 
  ts past + per-4d 

3.5.1 Verbal Affixes 

The following affixes occur with verbs: 
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3.5.1.1 Tense suffixes 

Tense suffixes vary in form for person and number as follows: 
 sg-pl   sg pl   sg-pl 

1. afa  1.  afa  1. a (fa) 

2-3 u  2-3 u aa/u  2-3. u 

      (Durative)  (General FP)  
 sg pl 
1. u  
2.  
3. i 

a 

 
 

 sg pl   sg-pl 
1. a  1. a 
2  i  2-3. i 
3. a     

   (Final)   (Medial) 

3.5.1.2 Aspect suffixes 

Aspect suffixes occur as follows: 

 sg pl 

1.  sa 

2-3. fa  
 

 sg pl 
 ra 1. 

2.   
3. ø  

     (Future) 
 

 sg-pl 
1. na 

2-3. ø 
 (FP Indic. and Interr) 

Present Continuative: da 

Present Deductive: qi 

Imitative: nde 

Frustrative: sia 

Potential: q/ni/qi 

Immediate Future: no 

Far Past: 

Near Past: 

Future: 

Durative: 
qanda may be used for dual instead of sa.

Completive (Perfect): na or 

Incompletive: ra or 
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3.5.1.3 Mood suffixes  

Mood suffixes occur as follows: 

 Imperative: a 

 Contrary-to-fact: fau/u 

 
 sg pl 

qeqi 1. 
2. neqi  

3. fedi  
  (General FP) 
 
 

 sg pl 

1. mmu 

2. mmia 

3. mmi  

Nominal: mma 

3.5.1.4 Person Markers 

There are two categories of person markers, a set of object/indirect object prefixes (these are like possessive 
prefixes on nouns) and several sets of subject suffixes. These are as follows: 

 sg pl 

1. qi/d 

2-3. a/ø ni/n 

Subject Suffixes: Subject suffixes are divided into eight sets and several sub-sets. These differ in person-number 
configuration and in the formal shape of the suffix. A given set has the same person-number configuration throughout 
with sub-sets for differences in form. Occurrence of a particular set and/or sub-set distinguishes particular verbal 
constructions. 

1. a. NP: Pros. Ded.  b. Future         c. Fut. Dur: Cond. result 

 sg pl   sg pl   sg pl 

1.  qa  1.  nau  1.  nau 

2. nana  2. nna  2. na 

3. no 
 
a  3. nno 

fa 
 3. nina 

 
fandinau 

2. a. Pres Con, Med Past  b. FP con-to-fact  c. Pres-Imp 

 sg pl   sg pl   sg pl 

1.  qa  1.  qa     
2. na   2. nana   2. ø 

3. no   3. no   3. ni 
 
qa 

 
 

Interrogative: fe/e and: 

Indicative: mmi or mmi + NP:  

Object Prefixes:  
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 sg pl 
1.  qi 
2-3. na qa 

4. a. Imitative   b. Poten.: Frust.  c. Understood   d. Med. Past 

 sg pl   sg pl   sg pl   sg pl 

1.  nna  1.  nai  1.  no  1.  na 

2.    2.    2.    2.   

3.  ø  3.  ø  3.  fo  3.  fa 

5. a. Avolitional   b. Fut, Perf.  c. Put Imperative 

 sg pl   sg pl   sg pl 

1.  no  1.  nna  1.     ne 

2.   2.   2.  
3. ndo 

 
fo 

 3 ninna

 
fandina

 3. nife 

 
qe 

 
 

 sg pl 

1. nau 
2. na  
3. ø 

7.                   a. Future Imperative b.Radial Future 

 sg pl   sg pl 

1. ne   1. na  
2-3.  qe  2-3.  fa 

8. a. Future: rara  b. Past Imperative: qaa 

There are no verbs which obligatorily occur with a free object, i.e. clause level tagmeme. A small sub-class of 
verbs occurs with an obligatory object/indirect object prefix. This class includes such words as: to give, to hit, to like, 
to dislike, to kiss and to push. 

4. Phrases 

4.1 Verb Phrases 

Verbs typically combine with other verbs in verb phrases. These phrases may express inflectional categories 
(desiderative, stative, customary, continued action, duration etc.), coordinate actions or unique verbal idioms. Verbs 
may occur with nouns to form idiomatic expressions, with the negative (sia) or the limiter (kai) and with a small class 
of adverbs. 

3. Far Past: 

6. Durative Past: 
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Inflectional verb phrases are characterized by the lack of substitution potential in the final verb slot, i.e. in an 
inflectional verb phrase of the form: x + y + x may be represented by any verb stem or stem plus specified affix 
sequences. However y may be represented by only one verb stem with its appropriate inflectional affixes. The 
particular stem representing y is dependent upon the inflectional category of the phrase. 
Co-ordinate verb phrases are characterized by the substitutability of items representing both x and y in the co-ordinate 
phrase of the form x + y. In this phrase type both x and y may be represented by any verb stem and its appropriate 
affixes. Another characteristic is the expandability of the phrase's x units. 

Idiomatic verb phrases are characterized by the mutual dependence of each phrase element. In an idiomatic phrase 
of the form x + y both y and y may be represented by only one stem with its appropriate affixes. The stem representing 
x selects which stem may represent y and vice versa. 
Formulae and examples for each phrase type follow. 

4. 1.1 Inflectional Verb Phrases  

There are five inflectional phrase types described below, but further analysis may be expected to yield additional 
types. 

1. Stative: [vs + i + per-2a] + vb-mari (to be) 
                   Apply rule: a + i → a to first verb 

raqano maridano  
raqa-i--no mari-i-da-no 
break-vbz-it be-vbz-pres con-it 
’It is broken.’ 

2. Progressive:  [vs + i + per-2a] + vb-ni (to walk) 

ani anuqina nirarammu 
ani anuqi-qa ni-rara-mmu 
you stop-I walk-Gen Fut-Indic, NP, I 
’I go around trying to stop you you (from crying).’ 
 
Apply rule: a + i → a to first verb. 

3. Desiderative: [vs + rara + i] + vb-qi (to say) 

  Apply rule: a + i → e to first verb. 

narare qidaqa 
na-rara-i qi-i-da-qa 
eat-GenFut-vbz say-vbz-pres con-I 
’I want to eat.’ 

4. Customary: [vs+ i] + vb FP -mari (to be) 

            Apply rule: a + i → e to first verb 

faiqe mariqau 
faiqa-i mari-i-qa-u 
sleep -vbz to be-vbz-they-FP 
’They used to sleep.’ 
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5. Duration:  vs + vb-mari (to be) 

onu marianno 
onu mari-i-a-nno 
go along  to be-vbz-fut-he 
’He will go along and stay.’ 

4.1. 2 Co-ordinate Verb Phrases  

 Two types of co-ordinate verb phrases seem to be distinguished. The first indicates two actions regarded as a 
single act and the second two sequential actions. 

1. [vs complex + se] + vb (The vs-complex may be a single verb stem, a sequence of stems or a verb phrase.) 

airise  irufano… 
airi - se iri-u-fa-no 
come past-and hear-FP-he-it 
’coming past he heard....’ 

aquse   arua 
throw-and hit-imper-you 
’Kill it.’ 

2. vsn + vb (The vs may be a complex as above) 

uqandafi qafeno 
uqanda-fi qafa-i-no 
turn-go look-vbz-he 
’He turned and looked.’ 

4.1.3 Idiomatic Verb Phrases 

The general structure of an idiomatic verb phrase is reflected in the following formula, however used such phrase 
must be regarded as unique in its semantic proportion. 

ns + vb: qafu qinau He said. (words spoke) 
 kundu qinau He coughed. (cough he spoke) 

4.1.4 Miscellaneous Verb Phrases 

Three further types of verb phrases which do not fit into the categories thus far described. 

1. neg: limiter     + vb : sia qafaunano...  
   sia qafa-u-na-no 
   not to see-NP-we-she 

   ‘we didn't see...’ 

kai uqandasanau 
only uganda-sa-nau 
 turn-put-it FP 
’It just turned (under).’ 

2. [vs + (ts] r + [neg + per] : iru iru siano 
 iri-u iri-u sia-no 
 hear-NP hear-NP not-he 
 ‘he didn't listen.’ 
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anuqu anuqu siano 
anuqi-u anuqi-u sia-no 
stop-NP stop-NP not-he 
’he didn't stop.’ 

3. (neg) + adv + vb : sia uqanna asaqinau 
     asaqi-nau 
  not true loose-it FP 
  ‘not truly loose’ 

4.2 Non-verbal phrases 

The following phrase types represent a preliminary analysis and a more detailed study may reveal other types 
and/or that some of the types described here should be combined into one type. Slot names have not been given as 
they do not add appreciably to this level of description. Where no sub-script is used with a symbol it indicates that all 
sub-scripted varieties may occur. It should also be noted that a phrase is here regarded as two or more words.  

4.2.1 Descriptive Noun Phrase 1:  (NP1) : {adj1: NP:n} + (adj2) + n 

add + n: mo  kari  
 another time 
 ‘another time’  

suqara ainaina  
cooked things 
’cooked things’ 

adj1 + adj2 + n: firaa taatuqe maaqa 
 big red house 
 ‘a big red house’ 

NP2 + n: amesa aambumanamu faqaafa 
  aambuma-namu faqaa-fa 
 tail covered-with person-subj 
 ‘a tail covered person’ 

4.2.2 Descriptive Noun Phrase 2:  (NP 2) {NP; n} + adj 

 n + adj: akonaiqi mo  
boy another 
’a boy’ 

faiqi momo 
man plenty 
’lots of men’ 

amesa    aambuma... 
tail    covered 
’covered tail’ 

 NP col + adj: faiqi anaase aiqama 
man woman all 
’all people’ 
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4.2.3 Demonstrative Noun Phrase:   NPd 

dem + {n; NP} +  (-mma;-na; -fa; -sa; -qanda) 

 dem + n:  mi    naakunda 
’that bark rope’ 

 dem + n + -mma: mi  kari-ma 
that day-nom 
’that day’ 

 dem + n + {-na; -fa; -sa; -qanda} 

mi manaaqa-na 
that single girl-obj 
’that single girl’ 

mi faiqi-fa 
that child-subj 
’that child’ 

mi faiqi qanda 
that  child two 
’those two chldren’ 

mi faiqi-sa 
that man-pl 
’those men’ 

      dem + NP app : mi oqenaa kuara ekara-na 
that old pig white-obj 
’that old white pig’ 

4.2.4 Appositional Noun Phrase:  NP app 

{NP; n; pro} + ( fanno) + {adj; NP; n; CL nom} + fanno 

  fanno → {-fanno; -fa; -sa; -sa; qanda} 

 NP dem + fa adj + fa 

mi  faiqi-fa firaa-fa 
that man-subj big-subj 
’that big man (lit: that man, that big one)’ 

         NP2 + fanno] + [adj + fanno] 

faiqi mo-fanno faaqa-fanno  
man another-sbj single-sbj 
’an unmarried man (lit: a man, an unmarried one)’  

           n + Cl nom  : faiqi afua-ki mari-fa                                                                                    
man garden –in be-sbj.   

           ‘the man who is in the garden (lit: man, the in-the-garden-being one)’ 
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  akonaiqi kasa mara-i-fa  
  boy peanuts take-vbz-sbj. 
  ‘the boy who took the peanuts (lit: boy, the-peanuts-taking one)’ 

              pro + [NP1 + fa] mifa mi faiqi-fa 
    he that child-sbj 
  ‘he, that child’ 

NF dem [adj + na]: oqenaa kuara ekara-na 
that old pig white-obj 
’That old white pig. (lit: that old pig, the white one)’ 

4.2.5 Collective Noun Phrase:  (NP col): n1 + n2 

 faiqi   anaase 
man   woman 
’people’  

 a-nausa          a-kausa 
his-mothers      his-fathers 
’relatives’ 

4.2.6 Co-ordinate noun Phrase:   (NP co): [{NP: n} + {fana; fe}]n 

[n + faqa]3 : kuara faqa fiesa faqa pusena faqa 
 pig and wallaby and cassowary and 
 ‘a pig, a wallaby and a cassowary’ 

 [NP + fe] + [n + fe]3  

saqari    qaqamma-fe kausaruon-e      iri-putaa-fe            mesonaa-fe 
tree        seed-interr   kausaruo seed-interr  log-rotten-interr  edible vine-interr 
’tree seeds, kausaruo seeds, rotten logs or edible vines’ 

4.2.7 Possessive Noun Phrase:  NP poss 

{pro poss ; {n; NP} + (poss)} + {n; NP} 

               pro poss + n loc mina uqaqi-ra-nnai 
his plant-nom-loc 
’his planting place’ 

                pro poss+ NPcol mina a-nausa akausa 
    his his-mothers his-fathers 
    ‘his relatives’ 

                 pro poss + NPposs misa ni-kofa   a-taufaka 
       their their-father  his-backbone 
     ‘their father's backbone’ 
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                n+ n:   faiqi faini 
man dog 
’the man's dog’ 

eqamosa faiqi  
frog  child 
’a frog's child’ 

                NPdem + n:  mi faiqi-na faini 
that man-poss dog 
’that man's dog’ 

4.2.8 Reduplicative Phrases:  {adj; ns} r + (mma) 

  naaru naaru 
before before 
’often before’ 

 maqe maqe-mma 
now now-nom 
’always’ 

 osana osana 
kind kind 
’all different kinds’ 

 qumbi qumbi 
full full 
’always full’ 

(momo 'plenty' which has been handled on the word level may reflect this same construction being mo 
‘another’ plus mo ‘another’.) 

4.3 Numeral Phrases 

Numerals beyond three consist of phrases. These phrases have not been fully analyzed but appear to fit into phrase 
patterns already described. Numbers one through twenty, and number thirty are listed below. 

 modaa  
‘one’ 

 qaara-qanda 
two two  
‘two’ 

qaara-mo 
two-one 
‘three’ 

 qaara faqa qaara faqa 
two and two and  
‘four’ 

 modaa-nnai qi-sauku 
one-instrument my-hand 
‘five’ 
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dinni ani modaa marase  
other come one taken 
‘six’ 

 dinni ani qaaraqanda marase 
other come two taken 
‘seven’ 

 dinni ani qaara faqa modaa faqa  
another come two and one and 
‘eight’ 

 dinni ani qaara faqa qaara faqa  
another come two and two and 
‘nine’ 

qi-sauku qara taikase 
my-hand two finished 
‘ten’ 

 qi-ku-nni oqu    modaa  marase 
 my-foot-with down one   taken 
‘eleven’ 

qi-ku-nni oqu qaara marase 
my-foot-with down two taken 
‘twelve’ 

qi-ku-nni oqu  qaara faqa modaa faqa 
my-foot-with down two and one and 
‘thirteen’ 

 ai-ku-nni oqu qaara faqa qaara faqa 
my-foot-with down two plus two and 
‘fourteen’ 

 dinni qi-ku taikase 
other  my-foot  finished 
‘fifteen’ 

 dinni taikase dinni onu modaa marase 
other finished other along one taken 
‘sixteen’ 

 dinni taikase dinni onu qaara  marase 
other finished other along two taken 
‘seventeen’ 

 dinni taikase dinni onu qaara faqa modaa faqa 
other finished other along two and one and 
‘eighteen’ 

 dinni taikase dinni onu qaara faqa qaara faqa 
other finished other along two and two and 
‘nineteen’ 

 modaa fasiqa  
one man 
‘twenty’ 

 modaa fasiqa aikuqasauku taikase mo fasiqa asaukuqara 
one man his-feet-hand finished another man his-hand- two 
‘thirty’ 
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4.4 Miscellaneous Phrases 

Long non-verb phrases, (except perhaps coordinate noun phrases) are not commonly used either in conversation or 
text. Verb phrases with several verb stems in a series, indicating a sequence of actions regarded as one, are common 
but not frequent in texts. There is no noticeable tendency for shifting position of such phrases. 

Three further phrase types need to be more fully investigated to establish adequate formulae.  

(1) Phrases with the negative sia; 

(2) phrases with kai 'only', and  

(3) hrases with uqanna 'true'. 

All three of these words seem to have an orbiting relationship to both verbal and non-verbal phrases. A few 
examples follow: 

kai taka-fe 
only frog-interr 
’(if you are) only a frog’ 

sia faiqi 
not man 
’not a man’ 

manaaqa amiqi-ra-fa uqanna 
single good-adj-subj true 
’a truly good single, girl’  

Adjectives and numerals when occurring as heads in a phrase are nominalized and technically treated as nouns. 

4.4.1 Possessive Phrase  

Possession may be indicated by a possessive phrase (detailed) examples given in section 5.6), by obligatory prefixes 
with kin terms and body parts, and general possession may be indicated by the suffix indi if the item possessed is 
not indicated. 

faiq-indi 
man-pose 
’the man's (things)’ 

a- kofa 
his-father 
’his father’ 

a-taufaka 
his-backbone  
’his backbone’  

4.4.2 Clitics  

The following noun suffixes may be regarded as clitics: 

saarara, ra ‘reason’ 

kai  ‘only’ 

fa, fanno, sa, na syntactic relators 

fau, fe, o mode 
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fora ‘like’, kai ‘only’, sia ‘negative’ and unanna ‘true’ are particles having significance at both the phrase and 
clause levels. 

5. Clause 
A clause is defined as a unit of predication containing a predicate tagmeme or its equivalent as its minimum 

expression but potentially expandable by subject, object, location, time, referent, accompaniment and instrument 
tagmemes. 

Differences in occurrence of nuclear tagmemes and differences in sub-class of fillers of predicate tagmemes 
distinguish three basic clause types: transitive, intransitive and stative. Differences of external distribution, 
co-occurrence potential with other clauses and differences in verb affixation distinguish dependent and independent 
clauses, and final as opposed to non-final clauses. 

There is no passive voice in Binumarien but a distinction is made between active and stative clauses which covers 
some of the semantic universe covered elsewhere by the passive. 

The difference between basic clause types is not a difference in obligatory components per se but rather a 
difference in nuclear tagmeme potential. The following formal statement represents that difference: 

Transitive clause nucleus = (S) + (O) + P: vb-tr 

Intransitive clause nucleus = (S) + P: vb-intr 

Stative clause nucleus = (I) + (C) + E: vb-mari (to be) 

   (I) + C: md; fanno + (E:vb-mari) 

Essentially the difference between transitive and intransitive clause types is that of the potential for an object 
tagmeme to occur in the transitive clause nucleus and the absence of that potential from the intransitive clause nucleus. 
A further difference occurs in the sub-class of fillers of the predicate tagmeme and a still further difference may be 
found in stative transform potential. The subject tagmeme, although part of the clause nucleus, is optional to both 
clause types. 

Three different but similar nuclear tagmemes occur in the stative clause nucleus: Item, Complement and 
Equational. 

Fillers - Predicate tagmemes may be filled by verbs or verb phrases; the Equational tagmeme is filled by either the 
verb `to be' or a stative verb phrase which includes the verb 'to be' ; Item, Subject, Object and Complement tagmemes 
may be filled by pronouns, nouns, noun phrases or clause plus optional tagmeme marking suffixes as follows: 

Item and Subject + (-fa) 
Complement + ({-fanno;-na}) 
Object + ( -na)  

Optional tagmemes occur as follows: 

Slot                 Filler 

Time time word, descriptive phrase, clause 

Location word, phrase or clause with locative suffix 

Instrument noun, noun phrase or clause plus instrument suffix 

Referent pronoun, noun, noun phrase or clause plus or minus reason or referent suffix 

Accompaniment pronoun, noun, noun phrase or clause with accompaniment suffix 

Manner adverb or pronoun, noun, noun phrase or clause with fora 'like' 
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Normally two or three optional tagmemes may occur in a single clause. However, it is impossible to establish the 
absolute maximum which may occur. Usually clauses are short. The order of optional items is relatively free in 
reference to one another but they always precede the predicate which is fixed clause finally. Tagmemes which are the 
focus of attention tend to occur clause initially and Subject tends to occur before Object. Item and Complement occur 
in that order. 

5.1 Clause types 

5.1.1 Relative clauses 

Clauses filling modifying slots in phrases or filling non-predicate slots in clauses occur with noun or nominalizing 
suffixes on the verb filling their predicate slot instead of regular verbal suffixes. 

akonaqi kasa mara-i-fa ine qafe-qa  
boy peanut take-vbz-subj I see-NP-I 
’I saw the boy who took the peanuts.’ 

faiqi afuaki mari-fa mifa nammari qi-mi-no 
man garden be-subj he water me-give-he 
’The man who is in the garden gave me water.’ 

mifa fi-mari-qo sia ine qafa-i-da-qa 
he-subj go-be-place not I see-vbz-con-I 
’I don't know where he went.’ 

5.1.2 Coordinate Clauses 

Compound subjects and objects and items in a series are expressed by a co-ordinate noun phrase. Connective 
suffixes occur with each item. No other element of the sentence needs be repeated. 

5.1.3 Cause and Result Clauses 

Cause and result are closely related and at this stage of analysis are difficult to separate structurally. The following 
types of constructions seem to indicate cause-result relationships: 

(1) Non-final clause (person not indicated) + Final clause 

ina mari-i-da sia rufi-a 
I to be-vbz-con neg  fear-imper-you 
’I am here (so) don't be don't be afraid.’ 

(2) Final clause + Final clause with minara 

 mifa sakani ne-no minara aur-i-da-no 
he snake eat-NP-be that-for sick-vb2-con-he 
’He ate a snake therefore he is sick.’ 

(3) Non-final clause (same subject marker) + Final clause 

ine qoaira narana na-ma-se aur-i-da-qa  
I forbidden food eat-comp-s.s sick-vbz-con-I 
’Because I ate forbidden food I am sick.’ 
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In Example (1) above note the final sentence of the sequence. This is an illustration of two juxtaposed final clauses 
expressing result. 

5.1.4 Future Conditional Clauses 

Future conditional is expressed by a sequence of two clauses, the first of which may be either near past or future, 
and the second of which is a future final clause. 

(1) mifa an-i-na-qa nina qafa-a-nau-ra 
he come-NP-ne-I him look-fut-I-incom 
’If he comes I will see him.’ 

(2) ane sia suqa-a-na-no mifa sia na-a-o nno  
you not cook-NP-you-he he not eat-fut-he 
’If you don't cook he won't eat.’ 

(3) ine f-i-qa na-a-nau-ra 
I go-vbz-NP-I eat-fut-I-incom 
’If I go I will eat.’ 

(4) ine suqa-a-na-na mi-kari na-a-nau-ra 
I cook-fut-I-? that-time eat-fut-I-incom 
’If I cook then I'll eat.’ 

Examples 1, 2, and 4 above are non-final plus final sequence, while example 3 above is a sequence of final clauses. 
Example 4 above may express more of a 'when' rather than 'if' relationship. 

5.1.5 Contrary-to-fact Conditional 

Contrary-to-fact conditional is expressed by the clause sequence. Clause 1 (verb + fau/u) + Clause 2 (verb + 
potential) 

(1) sia ine rufatia-qa-u sia na-u-nai-qini 
not I peel-NP-I-neg not eat-NP-I-potential 
’If I had not peeled (it) I couldn't have eaten it.’ 

(2) ine qafe-fau iri-ni 
I see-vbz-neg hear-potential  
’If I had seen it I would know.’ 

Contrary-result is probably expressed by the avolitional future form of the verb but there are no examples at 
present available. 

5.1.6 Imperative Clauses 

The imperative is expressed by verb morphology. The construction for the imperative is unique both in the 
morphemes which occur and the order of occurrence of structural slots. Three tense distinctions are made and, except 
for in the present tense, all may be distinguished. The formula for the imperative construction is given in section 3.5, 
Example (3),  

(1) aru-a-qa  
hit-imp-they 
’They must hit (it).’ 

(2) aru-a-qaa-na  
hit-imp-person-comp. 
’They should have hit (it).’ 

(3) aru-a-ne-ra  
hit-imp-person-incom. 
’You (I, we) must hit (it).’ 
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(4) aru-a  
hit-imp-you 
’Hit (it).’ 

5.1.7 Interrogative Clauses  

Yes-no interrogatives are expressed in both verbs and non-verbs by a suffix: geqi occurs with verbs in a special far 
past construction and fe alternating with e occurs finally with non-verbs and all other verb constructions. 

(1) ar-i-qeqi-afa-na  
hit-vbz-interr-FP-comp. 
’Did I a long time ago hit (it)?’ 

(2) kuara-fe  
’Is it a pig?’ 

(3) faiqa-a-na-fe mar-i-da-n-e  
sleep-NP-you-interr be-vbz-con.-you-interr  
’Were you asleep?’ 

Eliciting interrogatives are expressed by the occurrences of interrogative word or phrase in the slot for which an 
answer is desired. The interrogative suffix as described above occurs both with the interrogative word and with the 
verb. These interrogative words include the following: 

yairefe  ‘where’ 
yafaaqa naife ‘where’ 
nagaifane  ‘why’ (inflects for person) 
naqife mase  ‘how’ 
nanare ‘for what’ 
yafe ‘who’ 

(1) yairefe ane mina arinane 
when you him hit-interr 
’When did you hit him?’ 

(2) yafaaqa  naife arinane 
where   hit-interr 
’Where did he hit him?’ 

(3) naqaifane fidane 
why go-interr 
’Why are you going?’ 

(4) yafe fidanofe 
who go-interr 
’Who is going?’ 

5.1.8 Adversative relation 

Two juxtaposed sentences are used to express an adversative relation. 

ine qaf-e-fau iri-ni sia qaf-e-qa sia ire-da-qa 
I see-vbz-neg hear-pot not see-vas-I not  hear-con-I 
’If I had seen (it) I would know (but) I didn't see (it) (so) I do not know.’ 
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5.1.9 Negative constructions 

Several negative constructions occur in Binumarien. They all use either or both the suffix fau/u and the particle sia. 
The former seems to emphasize the contrary-to-fact nature of the negative, and the latter may be translated as 'not'. sia 
occurs as a free form preceding the word, phrase or clause which it negates. It may be suffixed by fau forming a 
double negative with the effect of a positive. Inflected for person it may occur following a reduplicated verb in a verb 
phrase construction. As a bound form sia occurs in the frustrative construction as a verb suffix. fau/u occurs as a suffix 
with any word class. 

(1) sia-fau fu-a-nno-fau fu-a-ninna-na 
not-neg go-fut-he-neg go-fut-he-comp  
’He's not not going, he will have gone.’ 

(2) sia na-a-nno  
not eat-fut-he 
’He won't eat.’ 

(3) iri-u-nai-sia-mma 
hear-NP-I-not-nom 
’I didn't listen’ 

(4) sia faiqi  
not man 
’not a man’ 

(5) sia faiqi-fau 
not man-neg 
’not a man’ 

(6) anugu anuqu sia-no 
stop sto not-he 
’He would not stop.’ 

(7) ar-i-da-qa-u 
hit-vbz-con-I-neg  
’I am not hitting (it).’ 

(8) faini-fau 
dog-neg 
’It is not a dog.’ 

5.1.10 Resemblance 

Resemblance and verbal simile are both expressed by the following construction: [n + (a) ra] + fo (ra) + vb 

(1) faini-ara fora mar-i-da-no da-no 
dog-like like be-vbz-con-he 
’He is like a dog.’ 

(2) ine ane-ra fora mar-i-da-qa 
I you-like like be-vbz-con-I 
’I am like you.’ 

(3) faini-ara fora na-i-da-no 
dog-like like eat-vbz-con-he 
’He eats like a dog.’ 
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5.1.11 Comparison 

Comparison is expressed by a special Item-Comment stative clause type having the following structural formula: 

I: {cl; n; adj} + fa + C: (n + na) + [dir + rafa] + E:-vb-mari (b)  

The filler of the Item slot must be followed by the subject suffix fa. If a noun occurs manifesting the Comment slot 
it is followed by the object suffix na. Any one of small list of directional words occur with the suffix rafa as 
obligatory manifestations of the Comment slot. The filler potential for both Item and Comment slots has not been 
established, however it seems probable that phrase constructions may also occur. 

(1) mina firaa-fa quriqara-rafa mar-i-da-no 
he big-subj above-nominalizer be-vbz-con-he 
’He is bigger.’ 

(2) mina firaa-fa qureqara-rafa ... 
his big-subj below-nominalizer 
’He is smaller.’ 

(3) mina firaa-fa fiqara-rafa…. 
his big-subj way above-nominalizer 
’He is biggest.’ 

(4) namtukinufini-fa asumumaraa-na quriqara-rafa  
Douglas-subj Robert-obj above-nominalizer 
’Douglas is bigger than Robert.’ 

5.1.12 Benefactive 

Benefactive may be expressed by either or both a free pronoun with the suffix -ara `for' and a benefactive verb 
construction: vs + ma + per-obj + se + per-subj 

He tied it for… 

 Free pronoun Verb construction 

me 
him 
them 
you 

ini-ara 
mina-ra 
misa-ra 
ani-ara 

amana-ma-qi-se-no 
amana-ma -i-se-no 
amana-ma-nni-se-no 
amana-ma- ø -se-no 

  tie-com-per-obj-se-he 

5.1.13 Verbal Comparison 

Verbal comparison may be expressed by two juxtaposed stative clauses, the Item slot of each being filled by a 
nominalized clause and the comment slot of each being filled by amana 'enough'. The nominalized clause manifesting 
the Item slot of the first clause occurs with the subject suffix fa and that manifesting Item slot of the second clause 
occurs with the object suffix na. The formula for the verbal comparison construction may be expressed as follows: 
 I1: cl + fa + C1: amana + I2: cl + na + C2: amana 

saasuna saqari anda-ra-fa amana muska sia saqari anda-ra-na amana 
axe tree cut-nom-sbj enough knife not tree cut-nom-obj enough 
’It is easier to cut a tree with an axe than with a knife.’ 
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5.1.14 Alternatives 

Alternatives are expressed by two juxtaposed words, phrases or clauses. If the alternatives are in an either/or 
relationship, the alternatives occur with the interrogative suffix. If the relationship is ‘...but not’ an adversative 
construction such as described to section 18-i is used. 

(1) faini-fe kuara-fe 
dog-interr pig-interr 
’Is it a dog or a pig?’ 

(2) mifa fi-da-n-e mifa ani-da-n-e  
he go-con-he-interr he come-con-he-irterr 
’Is he going or coming?’ 

(3) saqari qaqamma-fe kausaruon-e  iri-putaa-fe  mesonaa-fe 
tree seed-interr kausaruon seed-interr log-rotten-interr  edible vine-interr 
’tree seeds, kausaruo seeds, rotten logs or edible vines’  

6. Quotations 
Quotations are typically direct although a type of desiderative construction might be regarded as a pseudo-direct 

quote. Quotes may be introduced by either a final or non-final form of the verb or they may occur without introduction 
(except perhaps a change in voice quality). Quotes are closed by a final or non-final form of the verb 'to say' and the 
final word of the quote way be marked by e. 

The following examples illustrate the pseudo-quote: 

"duna" misa "memaqo ufa sua-i-rar-e" qi-da-qa  
tomorrow they over there talk gather-vbz-fut-quote say-con-they 
’They want to have a discussion over there tomorrow.’ 

mifa "firaa-na iki-a-ne-e" qi-da-no mi-nara di-da-no 
he big-obj become-fut-I-quote say-con-he that-for that-for like-con-he 
’He wants to grow big.’ 

Quotes are attributed to their specific author by context and always by the person of the subject marker 
occurring with the verb ‘to say'. 
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7. Sentences 
A sentence is a sequence ending either a mood suffix or a final verb plus a sentence intonational contour. 

Both verb morphology and distributional differences are used in distinguishing an independent and a dependent 
clause. Intonation may also provide additional evidence confirming the decision reached by morphological and 
syntactic evidence. 

Clauses are usually joined into sentences by medial verb constructions but may also be joined by simple 
juxtaposition. 

Almost any number of clauses may occur together in a single sentence. The number of clauses in a sentence does 
not seem to affect the occurrence of connecting features. The end of a sentence is marked by verb morphology and by 
intonational features appropriate to the sentence type. (For example falling intonation characterizes the conclusion of 
most non-question, non-command sentences. The formal analysis of intonational features characterizing sentence 
endings has not been undertaken but such features are clearly contrastive.) Clauses may be strung together without 
segmental connectives but combinations of intonational and clause subordinating features function as connective in 
such cases. Long sentences are very frequent in native texts. 

Both co-ordinate and subordinate sequences of clauses occur. 

There do not seem to be any typically sentence closing free particles. 

A sequence of clauses is predominately in the chronological order of the events narrated. 

The subject of a succeeding clause may be identified as the same or different from the subject of a preceding clause 
by verb morphology, but this identification is not possible between sentences. Pronouns in one sentence often refer 
back to antecedent nouns in preceding sentences. Context is relied upon to overcome the inevitable ambiguity. But to 
insure clarity the pronoun may be followed by a noun phrase in apposition to it. However ambiguity often is an artifact 
of the text.  

pronoun + NP dem: mifa mi faioi-fa  
  he that child-subj  

  ‘he, that child’ 

Logical connections may be indicated by simple sequences of sentences: 

mifa suqe-no ine na-a-naura-ra.  
he cook-NP-he  I eat fut-I-incom 
’He cooked it (so) I will eat.’ 

qi-ma-mi-a. mifa ani-a-ni.  
talk-him-give-imp-you he come-imp-he 
’Tell him to come.’ 

Sentences are typically related to previous sentences by the repetition of a fragment of the final clause of the 
preceding sentence using a medial verb form as the first clause of a succeeding sentence. 

....mar-i-nau. mar-u-fa-no.....  
be-vbz-h-FP  be-FP-he-he 
’and he stayed. As he stayed someone else…’ 
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8. Other structures 
The particle do 'ok' is used frequently in both conversation and narrative in a manner which seems to indicate a 

paragraph ending. (It at least marks the end of one thought sequence.) 

Narratives are typically closed by: 

mi-uri-na  osaua miqi i-mmi-no mar-i-da-no taka uri osana  do 
that-story-poss root like this do-nom-it be-vbz-con-it frog story root ok 
’The root of that story is like this, the frog story's root…OK’ 

8.1 Foreign Concepts 

Foreign articles and concepts are adopted into Binumarien in one of the following ways: 

(1) Items which have no similarity to anything already familiar to the Binumarien are called by terms 
borrowed from Neo-Melanesia. 

spade sipeti or savora 

airplane barus 

tax takis 

election erekison 

vote han bot (to clap hands) 

flour parauaqs 

saw soqa 

electricity paua 

wireless wairisa  
 
(2)  Items or concepts which are viewed as similar to something in the culture are given the Binumarien term. 

table ainda (shelf or table) 

kerosene nammari (water) 

clothes ammuna (bark cloak) 

buy fefauru (to pay arrows) 

money oni (atones) 

to fine fefauru (to pay stones) 

bread femu 

light bulb qoma (lighted torch) 
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(3) Newly observed articles are usually called by a descriptive phrase. This phrase may be either entirely 
Binumarien in its lexical make-up or it may consist of a noun borrowed from Neo-Melanesian or English 
with a Binumarien descriptive. 

cross cut saw akamimari  soqafa (cutting saw) 

rip saw afoimari soqafa (splitting saw) 

sewing machine akunimari masinafa (stitching machine) 

sledge hammer saqari arimari qammafa (wood hitting hammer) 

tyre kara ai / kara aiku (car's foot) 

steel wedge qusa stosa (short wedge) 

adjustable spanner ekara afai (cockatoo's beak) 

8.2 Abstractions 

Faith is expressed by a complete sentence but is awkward to use. Love, thought, joy and fear are expressed by 
nominalized verb forms; pride, pride, laziness and industriousness are expressed by nominalized clauses. These 
abstractions occur as either the subject or object of a clause. They occur quite often in conversation but seldom in 
native texts. 

8.3 Similes 

Similes are common in Binumarien and new similies are frequently coined. 

mifa barusa-ra fora sandeno 
he aircraft-like like ran 
’He ran fast like an aircraft.’ 

mataqara fora qanoidano 
master-like like angry  
’He is angry like a white man.’ 


